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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is devoted to a local study of singular elliptic operators on 
manifolds with corner singularities, a study which can be regarded as a 
generalization to several dimensions of results on ordinary differential 
operators with regular singularities (Fuchsian type operators). 
We take the positive octant rW1 = (0, co) x ... x (0, 03) as a standard 
model of a corner and study operators R with smooth coefficients on F 
which are elliptic in GY+ and have regular singularities along the walls of 
the octant in the sense of Kashiwara [6] (see Section 7). Such operators 
are 2-microelliptic in the directions AXE Iw: (cf. [I, 131). If the octant I?/+ 
is equiped with a natural Riemannian metric of a corner manifold then the 
Laplace-Beltrami operator on IR: is of such type. 
In the paper we study local solutions of the equation Ru = w, where 
w is an extendable distribution on iw:. Clearly, ellipticity ensures the 
existence and regularity of a distributional solution u on iw:. What we are 
concerned with here is the existence of solutions having a determined 
regularity near the vertex 0. The regularity of a solution u is studied on sets 
rK having finite tangency order to the walls of the octant, and is measured 
in terms of the scale J&“&,, c1 E Iw”, s E [w in the space of extendable distribu- 
tions on lPY+ (Section 6). In particular we get results on 2-microlocal 
regularity of solutions in the directions 6x E rW: (see [ 1, 131). 
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The main tool is the n-dimensional Mellin transformation whose theory 
is developed in Section 2. The Mellin transformation, which turned out to 
be so useful in a whole range of l-dimensional Fuchsian type problems (see 
[2, 111, [S] and the literature quoted there), replaces the Fourier transfor- 
mation and allows us to apply perturbation techniques giving counterparts 
of the results on the constant strength operators [3]. 
Similarly to the case of 1 dimension the Mellin transform of a distribu- 
tion u contains information about the asymptotic expansions of u at the 
point zero (see [ 121) and it is possible to establish precise asymptotics of 
a solution u of Ru = w. This program exceeds, however, the framework of 
this paper. 
Systems of operators of the type studied here with analytic coefficients 
fall within the scope of Kashiwara’s theory of holonomic systems for which 
he establishes olvability in microfunctions and microlocal regularity [6]. 
In a recent preprint [7] a Mellin pseudodifferential theory is developed 
designed to study singular elliptic operators on corners. 
Preliminary versions of some of the results of this paper were published 
in [9, 101. 
The plan of the paper is the following: In Section 2 we fix notation and 
present basic facts on the multi-dimensional Mellin transformation. In 
Section 3 we introduce “curved cones” fK on which we study singular 
operators, as well as K-inequalities which are useful for describing “dual” 
sets of fK. Section 4 is devoted to the study of special cut-off functions xr 
subordinated to rK which are used to restrict the operators to rK. In 
Section 5 we introduce a generalized Mellin transformation which allows us 
to treat distribution with unbounded support which appear as solutions 
to singular equations. In Section 6 we define the scale &!;“a, of Mellin 
distributions of finite order which is used to measure local regularity of 
distributions. In Section 7 the main theorem on the existence and regularity 
of solution of singular equations with distributional left-hand side is 
formulated. The theorem is proved in Section 9 by a perturbation method, 
and Section 8 is devoted to establishing suitable estimations of the pertur- 
bation term. 
2. NOTATION AND BASIC FACTS ON THE MELLIN TRANSFORMATION 
Throughout the paper we use the following vector notation: if a, b E R”, 
a = (q, . ..) a,), b = (b,, . . . . b,), then a < b (a < b resp.) denotes uj< bj 
(uj< bj resp.) for j= 1, . . . . n. We denote rWT = {x E R”: 0 <x>, I= (0, r] = 
{xEw+:Xaf}, where tr = (r, . . . . r) E iR:, and we assume that r < 1. 
Analogously 1 = (1, . . . . 1) E R”. 
N, stands for the set of non-negative integers. If x E OX”+ and 
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2 = (z,, . ..) z,) E @” we write xi = xf’ . . ‘xz. If z E C” and k is an integer, 
(~)~=~‘(Iz,(+l)~+ .‘. +(Iz,/+~)~. For EER” we write J&l= 
El+ ... +E, (note that (E( may be negative). 
Vector notation is also used for differentiations, namely for v E N tr : 
Dv=D;’ . ..D+& . . . g, 
jjv =dl;l ...d:;(x: AJn... (x”&)‘^. 
We also write 
The transformation p: R” -+ R’l, p(y) = (edY1, .,., eeYn), y E R” interwines 
operators D” and by, namely 
(~“u)q=(-l)“D”(u~~) for UED’(R”,). (1) 
We apply the notation commonly used in the theory of distributions and 
Fourier transformation. The value of a distribution u on a test function q 
will be denoted by u[cp]. The Fourier transform Fa of a a E S(R”) will be 
defined by 
Fa(4) = (27~)“‘~ 1” e-“[a(x) dx for &j E R”. 
Following [ 12) we present now the definition of the multidimensional 
Mellin transform of a distribution and some of its properties which will 
prove useful later on. 
Let ~1 E R”, I= (0, r]. By Ati = J&(Z) we denote the complex vector space 
of functions cp E Cm(Z) such that for v E N;f 
P,,“fVP) = sup Ix”+‘~“dx)l< 00, 
x E I 
with the topology given by the seminorms par “, VE N;t. The space 
A(,,,, = J&,,(Z) for o E (R u { 00 >)” is the inductive hmit 
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The space A? = U, Ai,) c D’(Z), where Aio, is the dual of A$,,,, is called 
the space of Mellin (transformable) distributions. We define the Mellin 
transform of u E A!;,, : 
Mu& u[x-z-g] for ZEC, Rez<o. 
Mu(z) is holomorphic for Re z < o and fulfills the following operational 
identities: 
M(x”u)(z) = Mu(z -a) for c~EIV, 
M(DjU)(Z) = (Zi + 1) Mu(z,, . ..) zj+ 1, . ..) 2,) for j= 1, . . . . n, (2) 
M(BYU)(Z) = z”Mu(z) for v~N;l. 
Moreover the following operators are continuous: 
xn: J%, + JqW+r, for aEtR!“, 
Oj: d;w) --) A;~~ ,..., co- 1, . . . . w.) for j= 1, . . . . n, 
by: dqw, -+ JGu, for VENG. 
(3) 
3. THE “CURVED CONE" f, AND THE K-INEQUALITIES 
Let S2 be a bounded open set in Iw”’ ’ such that K= il c UP+-’ (i.e., 
sZc~lR”,-~). F or c( E [w” define 
I(a,p)=a, +~,a,+ ... +pn-,an for p E K. (4) 
We shall write a<,0 (tlGKO, resp.) for maxPs,I(~,p)<O 
W$EK Z(a,p)<O, resp.). If a,6~5!“, by a<,6 (~<~6) we mean 
a-6<,0 (a-6~~0). Note that 
if acKB and S<,y then cr<,y; 
if Kckand a<RO (aGKO) then a<,0 (aGKO). 
Remark 1. From the definition given above it follows easily that for 
every fixed CE[W” the set {EE[W”:O<~E<~~) is bounded. 
Remark 2. If K = conv S, the convex hull of the points in S, then 
a<,0 if and only if absO. 
In particular if K is a convex polyhedron the S may consist of a finite 
number of (corner) points. 
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Proof: To prove the “if” implication it is enough to observe that if for 
P1,P2ESwe haveZ(cr,p,)<O, l(cl,p,)<O, thenforevery0<861 
Denote 
ej= (6(, . . . . Si,), (5) 
where Si = 0 for j# k, St = 1 (j, k= 1, . . . . n). Take UE AG!;~) for o cK tl 
(w GK CC, resp.). Then for every E E W, X&U EA’X;~, for y -C K a + E (y ZG~ a + E, 
resp.). Hence 
x,u+ . . . -t- x, 2.4 E .Lqy) for y<,a+cel (yGKa+ceL, resp.), (6) 
where 
c=min (l,p,, . . . . p,-,)>O (since Kc W- ’ is compact). 
PEK 
Further for every v E Ng we have 
D’u E A;,,, for y<,a-v (yGKa-v, resp.). 
Remark 3. If E E W, 0 cK E, then for p E RT sufficiently small we have 
O<,u<,&. 
COROLLARY 1. Fix arbitrarily a E W and E E U!” such that 0 <K E. Then in 
the set {~EIW”: yGKa+&} there existpoints y, a<y. 
Proof: Take y = a + p with ,u given by Remark 3. 
Let 
r*= Y(@ x0), rK= !P(R: x K), (7) 
where 
Y:IW:xKs(t,p)wxE[W: 
is defined by 
x1 =t, x2 = P’, ..,) x, = p-1. (8) 
EXAMPLE 1 (cf. [lo]). Let n = 2, Q = (p’, p’), and suppose that 
0 -C p1 < 1 < p2. Then the set r, is tangent at zero of order l/p’ - 1 to the 
line x1 = 0 and of order p2 - 1 to x2 = 0. If 1~ p’ < p2 there is no tangency 
to the line x, =O. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Let n=3, sZ=(p:,pT)x(pi,p:). Suppose that O<pi< 
1~ p:, 0 <pi < 1~ ps. Then the section of r, by the plane x3 = 0 (x2 = 0, 
resp. x, =O) is tangent to the axes xi and x2 (x, and x3, resp. x2 and x3). 
4. THE CUT-OFF FUNCTION x, 
Let S2 CC rW:- ‘, K = 8. Take a function K smooth on rW:- ‘, bounded by 
1, and equal to zero outside $2. Let ;1 be a smooth function on R’+ ,
O<A<l, IrO on (Loo), and i-1 on (0, 1-q) for some small q, 
O<r]<l. 
Let r E Iw i+ and define 
x,(x) = fc ( In x2 In x j----&Y ...> i-g 1 1 I() 21-11 r for XER:. 
We see that xI is a smooth function on RI and supp xr c {x: Jxl< r} n r,. 
Remark 4. The cut-off functions xr will be used in the proof of 
Theorem 1 stated in Section 7. We choose there, for a given 0 CC RF- i, a 
slightly bigger bounded open set 0, such that Q CC Q, CC UY- ’ . We 
define x, as above but for K, = 0, and we assume, in addition, that 
rc=l on K=a. Then supp~,cr,,n {x: Ixldr} and xI=l on 
r,n {x: 1x1 <r(l -?)I. 
In the sequel a will denote a smooth function in a neighbourhood U of 
zero and Y a positive parameter < 4 so small that {x: 1x1 < r} c U. 
LEMMA 1. For an arbitrary h E Ni;, 
sup IWax,) < Cu,hr 
rew 
where Cu,h is independent of r for 0 < r < 4 small enough. 
Proof. The proof is done by induction on Jhl. We give details only for 
(h( = 1. Let 
m = sup Ia\, 
c?a 
mj=SUP G , 
I I 
j=l 3 .*., n (sup is over supp xr) 
(9) 
j= 1, . . . . n - 1, In’(Y)l* 
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Note that on the support of xr 
VI G 1, 1x1 < 1, l&l 6 1, sup lXll <r < 4, j= 1, . ..) n. (10) 
We have by (9) and (10) for dh=x,(d/dx,) 
Similarly when @’ = xj( a/ax,) for some j, 2 < j 6 n, we get 
1 mPj- I 
y-G+ In2 -++q,=c,,<oo. 
LEMMA 2. Let b be a measurable bounded function, supp b c supp xr, 
and denote m = suplb(x)) (e.g., b=aX, with a smooth). Then the Mellin 
transform Mb is holomorphic in the set 
B,={z~U7:Rez-cK0}=(cc+i/3:supZ(a,p)<O) 
PEK 
IMb(a + ifi)\ < mH(r, a) on B,, (11) 
Moreover for every 6 E N;f and TV <K 0 there exists a constant Cda < CO 
such that 
ID;(Mb)(a + i&I 6 Cda. (13) 
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Proof. From the definition of the set rK we see that for z = 
(2 1, . . . . ZJ E Bo 
Mb(z)=j,x +‘b(x)dx= 
1.l 
r b( t, P, . . . . P- ‘) K o
Xt-1(zl+P~z2+~..+Pn~l’.‘(lnt)“~’ dp, .~.dp,-,dt. 
(14) 
Hence 
To prove that Mb is holomorphic on B, we verify that 
$, (Mb)(a + ifl) = -M(b In x,)(a + ip), 
J 
6 (Mb)(a + i/?) = - iM(b In xj)(cl + ifi) 
(15) 
for j= 1, . . . . n, 
J 
which shows that Mb satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann equations and is there- 
fore holomorphic (as a function of several variables). (15) is verified for 
every fixed h = d + $ E B. by differentiation under the integral sign in (14), 
after the choice of a suitable E > 0 with 19 + E cK 0, so that xE balances the 
logarithmic term which appears. 
To prove (13) observe that by repeating (15) we have 
lDb,(Mb)(a + $)I = IM((ln x)~ b)(cc + @)I for 6~N;l, 
and proceeding as in the proof of (11) we get (13) with 
(16) 
C,,=jKp;ir ...p2-ldp, . ..dp..ji Jlntllsl+‘-‘tinf(~I(“,p)-‘)dt. 
LEMMA 3. Let z E N:, 0 cK q. Define 
b(x) = xV(ln x)’ (ax,)(x) for x6lR:. (17) 
Then for v E IV{ there exists a constant C = C(a, q, T, v) (independent of r for 
0 < r < i, r small enough) such that 
sup Ib”b(x)l < c. (18) 
x E SUPP Xr 
Moreover the function a”b(x)x-” is integrable over supp xr. 
ProoJ: We start the proof with the following: 
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Remark 5. If O<.q, r< 1, ~EN$, then 
sup jx”(ln x)‘\ is bounded. 
x E SUPP Xr 
The validity of Remark 5 results from the boundedness of the function 
(0, rl x KS (6 P) I+ t r(q,Q)(]n [)I’1 p;’ . . p:- ,. 
Now, Remark 5 and Lemma 1 imply ( 18) for v = 0. The case of an 
arbitrary v E IV; follows by the Leibniz rule. 
To prove the last assertion of Lemma 3 it is enough to note that 
s )(lnx)‘xq-‘( dx 
SUPP XI 
= 1 u . ..p.-, dt dp 
The lemmas formulated above lead to the following: 
COROLLARY 2. Take t~lV;, O<.E, O<,q (q=O if z=O). Then 
M(x”‘~(~II x)‘ax,) is holomorphic on {ZE C”: Re z cK E} and for every 
h E Nt there exists a constant C = C(a, q, t, h) (independent of r) such that 
IM(X”+ ‘I 
CH(r, a - E) 
(lnx)‘a~~)(z)~~(~+(z,-El~~r)...(~+(Z”-~”~*~) (19) 
for a = Re z cK 8, with H defined by (12). Moreover the function 
g(P) = Mb’+ “ax,NiP) for /?ElR” (20) 
belongs to the Schwartz space S(W). 
Proof. Let b be defined by (17). By Lemma 3 b is bounded, hence by 
Lemma 2 Mb is holomorphic for Re z cK 0, and therefore the function 
M(x’+“(ln x)’ ax,) = M(x”b) is holomorphic for Re z cK E. By (2), 
Lemma 2, and Lemma 3 we get 
It” Mb(z)1 = IM(a”b)(z)J d CH(r, a) for cr=Rez<,O, VENT. 
Hence for h E N ;I we obtain 
(1 + Iz,Jh')...(l + Jz,Jhn) /Mb(z)/ < c Jz’l IMb(z)l 
O<vch 
< CH(r, a) for a=Rez<,O, 
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where C= C(a, q, 2, h) is independent of r, 0 < r < &. This, in view of (2) 
gives (19). 
Before proving the last assertion we first note that the function g is well- 
defined because 0 cK E. Next we observe that for arbitrary z, v E kJi;; 
/P’D’g(fl) = (-i)“+“’ M(bY(xE+q(ln x)’ ax,))($) 
and by Lemma 3 we conclude that /?‘D’g(/?) is bounded on W. 
COROLLARY 3. For every 0 cK E there exists a constant C*(E) such that 
H(r, -E) < C*(E) for every O<r<$. 
The proof follows easily from Definition (12) since 
inf (-1(-E, p))= inf I(&, p)>O. 
PEK PEK 
COROLLARY 4. Let z E Ni, 0 cK E. Then the function M(x”(ln x)’ ax,) is 
hofomorphic in the set {z E @“: Re z cK E ). 
Indeed, by Corollary 2 M(x”(ln x)’ ax,) is holomorphic in (ZE @“: 
Rez<,E-q} for O<,v] and hence in (z~@“:Rez<,~}. 
LEMMA 4. Let a, cii E KY’, a cK 0, a + E cK 0. Then there exists a constant 
C = C(a, a), independent of r, 0 < r < i such that 
H(r,a+a)~CCH(r,a)r~“““““~P’, 
where the maximum is taken over p E K. 
Proof. Since acKO, a+a<,O, by (4) and (12) we get for O<r<i 
H(r, a + a) 6 ClrPmax’(a*p) G(r), 
W, a) >, G G(r), 
where 
G(r) = 'cl 7 (In r(j j r--l(',f') dp, 
j=O K 
C, = C,(a, a) = 
1 
max 
OGjGn-1 (-max,E,Z(a+8,p))“-j’ 
C, = C,(a, a) = min 
1 
OGjGn-I ( -minpEKl(a, p))“-I’ 
and 0 < C, < cc, 0 < C, < co. The assertion now follows with C = C,/C,. 
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5. GENERALIZED MELLIN TRANSFORMATION (CF. [9] AND [ 10, SECTION 31) 
We define the space of Mellin distributions on rW: for every a E R” as the 
dual !UIm& = ‘$RL(rW: ) of the space 
YJIm,=!JJlm,(lR~)= {OECyR:): (X*+ncT)q&s(lR”)} 
with a natural topology in YXm, induced from S(P). 
Note that YJZJR:) is a subspace of D’(R:). 
Remark 6. u E mJz:, if and only if eEJ(u 0 .B) E S’( KY). 
DEFINITION 1. Let c1 E R”. Define 
A4;: s+m,, (My:rm,4, 
for YES, 
((AI:)-’ c)(P) = (271))” JR. xiD+%(x) dx for ~EYJI,. 
+ 
Property 1. The transformations Mr and (ME)-’ are continuous and 
mutually inverse. 
The proof follows from the properties of the Fourier transformation on 
S in view of the relations 
Mf,y=((2~)“/*X-I-n(F-‘y)o~-l, YES, 
(&I;)- o= (27r-~‘V((x~+%+/4, tsE.!&. 
WI 
DEFINITION 2. Let UE ‘VI:. The Mellin M” transform of u is the dis- 
tribution M% E S’ defined by the duality 
M%[ Y] = u[Mfn Y] for YES, 
or equivalently (see (21)) 
M”u= (27~)“‘~ F-‘(eaY(uop)). 
If TE S’ then the duality 
(Ma)-’ T[a] = T[(M;)-‘cr] for 0E!IJI, 
defines a Mellin distribution (M*)-’ TE YJ2:. 
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Property 2. M”: %R& * S’ is an isomorphism with inverse (M*)- ‘. 
The proof is obvious in view of Property 1. 
Property 3. If SE ~.@;,,((0, r]), then for every a < w, ~E!IJI& and the 
tempered distribution defined by Definition 2 is a function M*f, M”f(fi) = 
Mf(a + i/I) for p E [w”. The imbedding J&{,,,) c %Rk is continuous. Moreover 
is continuous for CI < 0. 
The proof of Property 3 is a standard but lengthy exercise in Fourier 
transform theory and therefore is omitted. 
Property 4. If u E mnz& then bju E ‘9JJL and 
M”(Bp4) = (a, + i/3J Mau, j = 1, . ..) n. 
Proof. In the proof of the first part we apply Remark 6 and Identity (1). 
The second part follows by Definitions 2 and 1. 
It is worthwhile to note the important difference between the spaces JZ;~, 
and ‘9X:. Namely, J@&, = Jqc(, if c( < /I, which need not be true for 9JI21,. 
Therefore the Mellin transformation on ‘Bnz& carries the superscript tl. On 
the other hand distributions in Ai,, can be regarded as “restrictions” to 
compact sets of distributions in mZ&. More precisely if UE%R& then 
Yu E &;,,((O, r]) for every !f’~ C~(lR’) with supp Yn LIZ?: c (0, r]. We do 
not need this property in the sequel, only its variant stated below. 
h0~0S1T10N 1. Suppose u E !I& and a is a smooth function in a 
neighbourhood of zero. Then aX,u E A;,,((O, r]) for w GK o! (r small enough) 
and the multiplication by ax, is continuous in the respective topologies. 
Proof Let ‘pi-+0 in Jktcw,. This means that there is a 0 < 6 such that 
cp,+O in JZU-b. Put E=c(--0+6. Since o<,cl and 0<,6 we have 
O<,r. To see that aX,uE.M;,) we need only show that for every 0 cK E, 
if cp,-rO in A,-,, i.e., if 
sup Jxz-E+9”~J +o for every VE N;1, 
X~(O,~l 
then aX,qj+O in mm,, i.e., (x”+‘aXIcpj)op~O in S(lR”). 
Assume (22), choose arbitrarily JC, v E I%:, and put 
YJy) = y”D;(x”+“aX,cpj)op. 
It sufhces to show that supyEDB” 1 Y,(y)1 + 0. 
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To this aim observe that by (22) and Lemma I 
sup JdV(X~-E+%zX,(pi)l -+0 
vJ.rl 
(23) 
and that by (1) 
sup I Y#)l = sup I(ln x)” D”(x~+~u~,~~)(. 
.VER” x E SUPP xr 
The desired assertion now follows from (23) and Remark 5. 
The easy proof of the continuity of the multiplication ~?a: %Rm& + J$,,) is 
left to the reader. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let Y = ax&X, with 0 cK E and a smooth in a 
neighbourhood of zero. If u E ‘3JlL then 
(2x)” M( Yu)(cc + i/?) = (MY(i . ) * M%)(P), p E R”, (24) 
where the right hand side is the convolution of a function MY(i . ) E S with 
a tempered istribution M% (i.e., can be written as M’u[MY(i(~ - y))]), 
Proof: By Lemma 1 and Remark 5, for every v, r E N;I there exists a 
constant C such that jbv(ln x)’ Y[ < C on iw:, hence by (1) (D”(y’ . Yop)I 
< C on W. Thus Yo p E S. As was noted, the assumption u E %RL means 
that eay(u 0 cc) E S’. Hence 
and therefore Y/u E %I;. From the definition of the transformation 
and by the convolution formula for the Fourier transformation we get 
M”(Yu)=F1(Y~~)*F-l(e”Y(u~p))=~M”’Y*M”u. (25) 
By Proposition 1 Yu E A;,,, for y <K c( + E, and taking u = 1 E !DIb we get 
YE JCY) for y GKc. Thus by Corollary 1 there exists 7 such that 
c( < 7 <K CI + E and by Property 3 YU E %Raz&. Similarly YE 9R& and 
W( Yu)(p) = M( Yu)(cr + ip), 
so (24) follows from (25). 
M”Y(/?) = MY($), 
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6. MELLIN DISTRIBUTIONS OF FINITE ORDER 
To be able to measure the regularity of Mellin distributions we introduce 
below (following [8] and [4]) the notions of a Mellin order and of a 
generalized Mellin order of a Mellin distribution. 
DEFINITION 3. Let UE Ai,, and let m E N,. We say that u is of Mellin 
order < m if for every c1 E R”, cr. < w there exists a constant C = C(a) such 
that 
We denote by A’$, the space of all Mellin distributions in &!;@, of Mellin 
order dm. 
Now if s E R we could define spaces A’” (oj by duality and interpolation 
from the spaces &“$,; we prefer, however, the following explicit definition 
in terms of the Mellin transformation: 
DEFINITION 4 (cf. [4]). Let UE&!“;,, and let s E R. The distribution u is 
said to be of generalized Mellin order <s if for every c1< o there exists a 
constant C = C(U) such that 
IMu(a + $)I 6 C(a + i/l)“. 
The space of all such distributions u is denoted by &Y’&,. 
Remark 7. It is proved in Theorem 1 in [4] that in the case s = m E N, 
the definitions of the Mellin order and of the generalized Mellin order 
coincide. 
Remark 8. An example given in [4] of a Mellin distribution of infinite 
Mellin order shows that 
is a proper subset of A&,,. 
The scale of spaces A’&,, o E R”, SE R can be used to measure 
2-microlocal regularity of a distribution u E D’( R”+ ) in a similar way as the 
scale H”*“’  m [l] and SP(s, s’) in [13]. In the definitions below we drop 
the prefix “micro” since in this paper we need not localize in the cotangent 
direction. 
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DEFINITION 5 (cf. Definition 2 in [ 131). Let UE &;o”,, A-? E RI, SE R. 
We say that u belongs to A%!‘&, 24ocally at 62 (with respect to the 
cotangent bundle at zero) if there exists a function q E CT(R”), q(O) # 0, 
and rc~C~(R~\(0}), supprcc[w~, K homogeneous of order zero, and 
JC(&?) # 0, such that K(PU E A?&,. 
If we replace the conical cut-off function K by the cut-off functions xr 
related to “a curved cone” rK we get the following 
DEFINITION 6. Let u E A?;o”,. We say that u E A?&,, (T,)-locally (at 
zero) if there exists a cut-off function j,, i, = 1 on rK close to zero, 
supp j, c rK, for some K,, Kcc Int K, cc lR;- ‘, such that for r small 
enough jru E A”;,,. 
It is not difficult to prove (cf. the proof of Lemma 5) that if j,u~A?‘&) 
then for any cut-off function xr also x,jj,u E A?,,,. 
7. SINGULAR ELLIPTIC OPERATORS ON KY+ WITH REGULAR SINGULARITIES 
We recall briefly the definition (cf. [6]) of an elliptic operator of order 
2q with regular singularities along the walls {x, = 0}, . . . . {xn =0} with 
edge 0. 
Let U be an open set 0 E U c R”. Consider a linear differential operator 
R of order 2q with smooth coefficients on U of the form 
R=R 
i 
xl ,..., x”,x,-& ,,,., 
1 
xn&)=++). 
Denoting P(z) = R(0, z) (the principal Mellin symbol of R at zero) we can 
write R as 
(26) 
where 
,(X,X$)=x,QI(,,x&)+ ---+x,,Q~(x,x-~-) (27) 
and Q,, . . . . Q, are differential operators of order 2q. We suppose that for 
every 4 G ET’ there exist A < co and C, > 0 such that 
vYa+m >Co(S>‘” for Ipj 2 A. (28) 
505/83/l-2 
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This is the condition of “ellipticity” which in particular implies 2-(micro) 
local ellipticity of R in all directions 6x E rW: (see [ 131). 
The operators xi@ in (27) can be written more explicitly as 
(29) 
where b{E Cm(U). 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a singular elliptic operator (26) of order 2q 
satisfying the ellipticity condition (28). Let 52 be an arbitrary open bounded 
set 52 cc IF?- ‘. Let rK, where K= a, be “the curved cone” defined by (7). 
Suppose w E A%‘;“~, (r,)-locally, where o E [w”, SE [w, s > 29. Then for an 
arbitrary CI <k o there exist u E A;:; 2q (f,)-locally and an open 
neighbourhood W of zero in Iw” such that 
Ru=w on T,n W. 
COROLLARY 5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, for every w E A’;“,, 
(T,)-locally and every CI <k o there exists u satisfying Ru = w on r, A W 
(for suitable W) such that for every 6i E rW: u E Ai:, 2q 24ocally at 6% 
The version of Theorem 1 for the “usual” cones (whose proof (cf. [9]) 
is analogous to but simpler than that of Theorem 1) gives the following 
result: 
THEOREM 2. Let R be as in Theorem 1. Let r be a proper closed cone in 
RI. Suppose w E N&, 24ocally at 6x for 6x E r. Then for an arbitrary 
a E [w” such that c,“= 1 aj < cJ’=, oj there exist u and an open neighbourhood 
W of zero in [w” such that Ru = w on r A W and u E Ai:, 2q 2-locally for 
hr. 
Remark 9. The solution u whose existence is asserted in Theorem 1 and 
2 is non-unique. In fact it can be proved that for different a the solutions 
which exist in &itl, are different. Even for a fixed h we may have different 
solutions corresponding to different T satisfying (37). 
Before starting the proof of the theorem we give several preparatory 
remarks: 
Take di E KY’, di cK CO, K = 0. We choose (see Remark 4) a bounded open 
set Sz,, QccQ,ccW~‘, in such a way that dicK,w, K,=Si,. 
Let 2, be a fixed cut-off function corresponding to w as in Definition 6. 
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We may suppose (cf. the note following Definition 6) that fr = 1 close to 
zero on an open set r, containing rK. Set x,=2; and 
Q,=xQ + ... +xng where Q~u = Qj(~,u), j= 1, . . . . n, w, = xrw. 
(30) 
First we shall solve the equation 
Pu=Q,.u+w, (31) 
By Property 3, Proposition 1, and Remark 3 w, E‘#IJZ&. Further by 
Property 2 the equality (31) in ‘$I& is equivalent to the equality 
M”Pu = M”(Q,u) + M”w, in SI(l!V) (for u E !JJ&). 
Next from Properties 3,4, Proposition 1, and Relation (6) we conclude 
that Problem (31) reduces to the following: 
Find u E YJIl;n& such that the equality 
P(di+i.)M”u=M(Q,u)(d+i+)+Mw,(d+i.) 
holds in S(rW’). 
(32) 
The existence proof for the above problem will be given in Section 9 by 
a perturbation method based on the Main Estimation (of the perturbation 
term M(Qru)) established in Section 8 below. 
8. ESTIMATIONS 
DEFINITION 7. Let SE Iw. Denote by OL the class of functions 
PE Cm(lWn) such that for every JE Nz there exists a constant 
C6 = C,(p) < co such that 
I@PL(P)I <C,(P)” for BE Iw”. (33) 
OL is equipped with a natural topology of uniform convergence. 
It is clear that {Oh}scaB is a scale in the space O,,,,( IFY) of slowly increasing 
functions. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose w E A;;, (r,)-locaily and let w, be given by (30). 
Fix d <K, w. Then for every 6 E fVG there exists a constant C = C(6,09) such 
that 
(Di(Mw,)(d + $)I < C(di + i/l)” (34) 
for r small enough and s > 0. Hence p, = Mw,(di + i. ) E Oh for r small. 
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ProoJ By Definition 4 we have 
IM(f,w)(a + $11 < C(a + iB>” for a-co, (35) 
with a suitable constant C = C(a) and r small. By Remark 3 choose a such 
that d cKI B < w. Since Mw,(z) is holomorphic for Re z cK, w, we get by 
(2) and Proposition 2 
= (27~~” 1 M(x”-“(ln x)” i,)(ir)M(j,w)(Z+ i(p-y)) dy . (36) 
R” 
Now, from (19), for hl = ... = h, = s + 2, from (35) and (36) we get 
in view of the obvious inequality 
which, since (fi) G (CT + i/l), ends the proof. 
In the sequel we shall assume that s is not less then 2q = the order of the 
operator R. 
Let di E [w” and denote by PO the set 
PO= {fide P(di+$)#o}. 
In what follows we shall denote by T a fixed tempered distribution on R” 
such that 
P(di + i. ) T= 1. (37) 
Since TE S’( lFY) there exist K E N i and a continuous function ;1 slowly 
increasing at infinity such that 
T = D”l.. (38) 
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Observe that if I/= pT, p E OL then I/E S’(W), 
P(d+i.)V=p and I/= p 
P(i+i.) 
on Y0 (39) 
and by Property 2 there exists u E 9Rm& such that M% = V. 
MAIN LEMMA. Suppose d cK o. Fix K, and xr as in the remarks following 
Theorem 2 and choose E, q such that 0 cK, E, 0 cK, q, d -cK, o - 2~ - q. Let a 
be a function smooth in a neighbourhood of zero and let V = pT with p E OS,. 
Put A = max ,6, G JKJ C6 (cf. (33) and (38)). Let v~tm$, M”v = V. Then for 
every z E NG there exists a constant C= C(E, q, s, d, a, z) independent of 
r E (0, f) small enough, and of the choice of ,u E 0.L) such that 
where H is defined by (12) and maximum in the exponent is taken over 
PEK,. 
Proof: By Corollary 2 the function g defined by (20) belongs to S(W); 
hence 
g(fl)=M(x”+~ (In x)’ axl)(@) = (i)“’ D’g(/l) 
also belongs to S(!R”). By Proposition 2 
(271)” M(XE+q (In x)’ aX,v)(di + ij) = (g Y V)(p) for PER”. (41) 
By assumption (28) IP(d + $)I > C> 0 for IpI > A. Fix a function 
cp E C,“(W), q(b) = 1 for 181 <A. Then 
g* v=g*qIv+g*(l-q7)v. (42) 
By the Leibniz rule we get 
(i * VW) = ($7 * wDKn)ca) 
= ( - 1 I’“’ jS”,, ~ 4~) D”(v(Y)P(Y) &B - Y)) 4 
=(-1)‘“’ c CKIqK1 s @ID”’ cp(Y) KI,KZ,KZ~K SUPP ‘p 
x D”?~Y) Dp i(P - Y 14, (43) 
where C,, K2 K3 are universal constants. 
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Since p E Oh and supp cp is bounded there exists a constant CL such that 
sup IDK211(Y)I d A sup (y>” d AC, for IC,<K. 
YESUPP(P VESUPP(P 
By the continuity of I and the assumption that cp E Cc there exists a 
constant C2 < cc such that 
sup MY) D”’ &)I G Cz for IC,<K. 
YESUPP(P 
As observed, 2 E S(W), and hence for every rc3 the integral 
1 ID;‘g’(P - r)l d y is bounded. Thus from (43) we get with a suitable 
constant C3 < co 
l(g * qlV)(/?)l < c,n 6 C,A(cG+ ifly*“. (44) 
The last inequality follows from the assumption s - 2q > 0 and the fact that 
(di+$)>l. 
Now we shall derive the same estimate for the second summand in (42). 
Put h,= f.. = h, = k = s - 2q + 2 in (19). By (19) and Corollary 3 we get 
with some constant C ’ 
pf(x”+ rl 
CH(r, -6) 
on x)* axr)(iY)I <(I + liy, +‘(k) . ..(I + liyn-&Jk) 
C 
Hence by (39) and from the choice of the function cp we have 
(1 - dY))P(YMX E+ Vn xl’ a)(U - Y )I dy 
Iv1 > A P(&+iy) 
and by (45), (33), the definition of /i, and Assumption (28) we find with 
different constants C 
s (4 + iy)“p2y dcA ~n(l+IPI-yllk)...(l+lB.-Ynlk)dy~ (46) 
1 Here and in the sequel C = C(a, q, z, h, E, 6) will denote a constant independent of r e (0, f) 
and of p E OS,, which may be different in different inequalities. 
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As in the proof of Lemma 5 we have 
s (d + iyy2q f=z” (l+ 181 -YllF4 + uL-r”l) k dy <C(c? + ipy2”. (47) 
Now, from (46) and (47), we obtain 
l(g*(1-cp)v)(p)(6cA(di+ip>~-2q. 
This, together with (44), leads, in view of (41), to 
pf(Y+‘1 (In x)’ ql.u)(i + $)I < CA(di + ip)“-2q. (48) 
To get (40) for Q cK, a - 2~ - q we recall that xr = (i,)2, with 2, having 
the same properties as xr in Remark 4. From Proposition 1, Corollary 1, 
Property 3, and Proposition 2 
(27cy M(XE+ 9 (In x)’ ax,u)(~ + ifi) 
=(2rr)“M(xE+~(lnx)‘aj,v~~rx”~“)(di+i/?) 
= i Iw” (Mj&)(iy -di+ CoM(xE+V(ln x)‘aj,u)(di+ 2(/I-y)) dy (49) 
for CI<~, d-a. 
From (2) and Corollary 2 with r = q =O, E= &-a, a- 1 we have for 
h,=k=s-2q+2 (j= 1, . ..) n) 
CH(r, a - ‘x”) 
I~~,(b-~+a)‘c(,+(y*ik),..(l+(Y~(k) for CI<~, d. (50) 
From (49), (48), and (47) we get for suitable constants C= 
C(a, r, 7, k, E, i) 
pl(x”+~ (In xl7 ~,~)(a + @)I 
for a cK, 6 - E. 
Hence by (2) 
IW(ln xl’ ax,u)(a + $11 
GC/IH(r,a-d+tj+c) (a+tj+.t+i/l)S-2q for a<,,$-2e---. 
(52) 
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From the assumptions that 
O<K,E+~<K,O-~-&<K,O--& 
and Remark 1 we deduce that 
where C = sup, sup, +11 (1~~ + .sjl + 1 )“- 2y. 
Thus from (52) and Lemma 4 we get Assertion (40). 
MAIN ESTIMATION. Let K, K,, the cut-offfunction xr, and 6 cK, o be as 
in Main Lemma. Chose E, n so that 0 cK, E, 0 cK, n, d GK, w - 2~ - n, and 
moreover that 
c= -mEa;Z(q+2s,p)+min (l,p,,...,p,-r)>O. 
PEKI 
(53) 
Suppose u E ml,, M”u = pT with u E OS, and T fixed in (37). 
Then there exists a constant C independent qf r E (0, i) and of u satisfying 
the above conditions such that 
@M(Q,u)(cZ + $)I < CAr’(d + ip)” for PER”, 6ENz, (54) 
where Q, is given by (30). 
Hence in particular pr = M(Q,u)(di + i . ) E O’, for 0 < r < 4. 
Proof By (30) 
WQ,u)(d + $0 = i Wx,QWu))(~ + @) for /?EIW”. (55) 
j=l 
Using the explicit expression (29) for xjQi we compute 
M(XjQj(~ru))(z) = 2 z”M(xjlr’,Xru)(z, 3 ...> Z,). 
Id c 24 
We easily find by induction that 
l~ZM(XjQj(XrU))(z)l 
<Cam sup sup IM((ln x)‘b{X,u)(z,, . . . . z,- 1, . . . . z,)l. (56) 
lVlG24 rs:6 
Let z = a + i/? and suppose that CI - ei cK, d - 2~ - q, where ej is defined 
by (5). By hypothesis M”u=uT, LEO;, did,, w-2~ -q, and b{ are 
smooth on U. Therefore by Main Lemma and Lemma 4 we get for 
l<j<n. 
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lM((ln xy b;p.4)(z’) . ..) zj- 1, . ..) ZJ 
~C/IH(r,cr-d-E-d)r-m”“j(q+2&.~) (cr4+$>+‘~ 
~CC/1H(r,cr-d-e)r”i”~,~l-m”“/(q+2”,~)(cc+j~)”-2~, (57) 
where for j = 1 we put p0 = 1. Thus (56) yields 
lDfM(x,Q’(~,u))(z)l <C/IH(r, ,-~-,)rmi”~~~~-mmax~(~+~E,~)(C(+~~>~~ 
Now by Assumption (53) we get, since 0 < Y < i, 
lofM(xjQj(X,u))(z)l d CAH(r, CI - S-E) f(c~ + i/J)“, j= 1, . . . . n. 
(58) 
Putting z = oi + i/I in (58) we find 
IofM(XjQ’(x,U))(di + $)I 6 CAH(r, -F) r’(c? + i/l)“, 
Hence from (55) and Corollary 3 we get (54). 
j= 1, . ..) n. 
9. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
First we check that the formal definitions 
M”u, = p; T, 
MBuj+, =p;+‘T, jE No 
(59) 
where 
d(P) = Mw,(d + $), PC R”, 
p(!“(fi)=M(Q,~j)(d+ ip) +Mw,(& + iP)y PER”, je No (60) 
define a sequence uI E mm&, je N, and that p! E 0.L and 
lD”p$?)I <A i (Cr’Y (di + @I>“, PEW, jEN,, 66x, (61) 
k=O 
where C, /i, c are the same as in (54). 
By Lemma 5 we get (61) for j= 0, hence by Property 2 there exists 
U,E!q, M”u, = p; T, /LL,oEO> 
and the Main Estimation yields 
ID$M(Q,u,)(ci + $)I d ACr”(d + i/?)“, j3~ IQ”. 
24 
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i.e., (61) holds for j = 1. The induction proof of (61) is left to the reader. 
From the proof one also gets 
lIPpi+ I(/?) - D”p$/?)I < A(Cf)j+ ’ (6 + ip)” for FEN,. (62) 
Now, we proceed in a standard way: we take r so small that 
A = f (Cr“)’ < co 
j=O 
Then from (61) 
P%;(P)I < AA<6 + ifi>“, jg No 
and in view of (62) the sequence {~C}itrmO is convergent in the topology of 
0;. Let 
We have LEO&, thus Q, E s’, and there exists a unique UEY.RIJZ& such that 
M”u = @. We are to show that the identity 
p = M(Q,u)(di + i’ ) + Mw,(i + i’ ) (63) 
holds in S’(IY). 
Since j4!-+~ in O’;, then p!T -+ ,uT = @ in S’. Further it follows from 
the continuity of the inverse Mellin transformation (Ma)-’ that uj + u in 
9X&. Hence by Proposition 1 and the continuity of the Mellin transforma- 
tion M we get that M(Q,u,)(di + i . ) is locally uniformly convergent to 
M(Q,u)(a + i. ). Thus, passing to the limit in the recurrence relation (60), 
we see that (63) is pointwise satisfied. Since p and Mw,(B + i . ) are in 0’; 
and therefore in S’, it follows that (63) holds in S’, which was to be shown. 
It remains to prove that i+~ .AZT~;~~ (T,)-locally for c1 cK d. We have 
M”u = pT, where p E OS,. Hence from Main Lemma we get for every 0 cK d 
IM(x,u)(cr + $)I < C(a + ip>“-2”, 
where C= C(E) is a suitable constant. This ends the proof. 
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